A set-theoretic proposition is shown to be equivalent to a topological statement implying that all first countable normal Hausdorff spaces are collectionwise normal, and hence thai all normal Moore spaces are metrizable.
The question of whether every normal Moore space is metrizable has occupied a number of topologists. The purpose of this note is to give a purely set-theoretic formulation of a somewhat more general question, which may be of interest to a wider audience. Our methods and results extend those of Bing [2] .
We first recall some definitions and make some new ones. (G, <8f) is doubly superior if (V/6 Ka)(3g 6 G)(3y0, 7l e I, y0 # yi)(3a0 e T^Xla, e T^) (g(a0)>/(a0),g(a1)>/(a1)).
Definition 5. Let p<^/.x2 be a function, domain p<^X, range /'<=2.
if there is a p which splits (G, *&).
Theorem 2. Every normalized collection in every first countable Tx space is separated if and only if for every k and /., every doubly superior (G, <&) splits.
Corollary.
//for every k and X, every doubly superior (G, ®0 splits, then every normal Moore space is metrizable.
The corollary follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 2, since Moore spaces are obviously first countable. To prove Theorem 2, first suppose A" is a first countable TY space and '& -{Yy}rel is a normalized collection in X which is not separated. Let &*-{Y:YG&} be identified with k, its cardinality. Since W is normalized and X is first countable, there is for each aeTj a neighbourhood base {N(ol, n)}neol, such that no N(a.,n) intersects any Yr, y'^y, and for each n, N(x, /?)=> N(x, n+l). By Tlt there is for each xgXa gxeKco defined by gx(a)=0 if for no n is xsN(a., n), gx{y.)=\ plus the largest /; such that xeN(y., n) otherwise. But then ^(a0)>/(oo), g^a^/fai).
Does not split. Suppose on the contrary that p splits (G, 'W). Let p" = {y:p{y)=0}, p1 = {y:p(y)=\).
t'J is normalized, so there exist disjoint open sets Uu, £/, such that U {Y..:yep0}<^ U0, U {Y..:yepx}<=-V\. Since {N(ct, n))neu is a neighbourhood base for a, we may define fe*co so that N(z, f (or.)) -u0 or Ult according to whether v.eYy, yep0, or aeKv, yepv We have assumed p splits ,G. <&), hence ßgx e G)(3y0 6^)(3«. e 1^(3«, e K7i) (£>.0) > /■(G^,fo(01) >/(«!)).
But then xeN(ot9,f(x9))nN(x1,f(a.iy)<=i U0r\Uu contradiction. Conversely, suppose there is a doubly superior G,^Ji which does not split. Let #* = U {Y:Y&3/}. Let X be the disjoint union of G and ^* with the following topology: each {g}, geG, is open; a neighbourhood base for xe^* is given by {N(x,n)}neo, where JV(a, w)={a}u{f6G: g(a.)>n}. It is then routine to verify that A" is a first countable Tx space, and that <W is a normalized collection in X which is not separated. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. The Tx restriction can be removed by considering functions from k into co+1, rather than into to. In the genera] case, one has to consider functions from k which for each a take values in a directed set corresponding to a neighbourhood base for a.
Bing's translation-although he approached the problem from a different perspective-amounted to considering the trivial partition {{<*}}«««■ In that case, we speak of G (rather than 67, <&)) being doubly superior or splitting. (Bing bears no responsibility for these terms.) Definition 6. A space is collectionwise Hausdorff if every discrete collection of points is separated.
A special case of Theorem 2 is then The special case of whether there is a separable, normal, nonmetrizable Moore space admits a variety of felicitous set-theoretic translations. These are listed in [4] , which summarizes the main results of [3] . We mention only one here:
Theorem 5. Every separable normal Moore space is metrizable if and only if every countable G<=-w'io satisfying the following condition splits.
(Va e Wi)(Vn 6 to)(3g e G)(g(a) > n).
Aside from its topological import, the question of whether doubly superior collections split-especially G's rather than G, JJJ>'s-seems to be a natural one from the point of view of a set-theorist. It is also natural to generalize the problem by replacing co by an arbitrary cardinal p. The one positive result is Theorem 6. Let G^"p. Let -H be a collection of disjoint subsets of k. If k-Y*, (G, 'W) doublv superior implies <G, &) splits.
An easy way to prove this theorem is to translate into topology and then generalize the proof of the fact that countable normalized collections are separated. The point is that in the associated space, intersections of fewer than p open sets are open, unless p is singular. The singular case goes through using induction on previous cardinals.
When x>p, the situation is unclear, which is to be expected, given the amount of time that has been devoted to the normal Moore space conjecture. A partial result is the following theorem which depends in varying degrees on work of Bing. R. M. Solovay, J. H. Silver, and the author.
Theorem 7. The assertion that every doubly superior G^^Ho splits is consistent with, and independent of the axioms of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory (including the Axiom of Choice).
Other partial results and the proof of Theorem 7 can be found-in translation-in [3] .
